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Security
and The Cloud
Organizations are increasingly leveraging Amazon Web Services
(AWS) to gain rapid access to flexible and low cost IT resources.
Whether you’re headed for the cloud – or already there – you need
seamless security across your hybrid IT environments.
Most security products designed for legacy on-premises data
centers are unable to keep up with the rapid pace of innovation
required by today’s businesses. By leveraging FireEye TAP, you
can unify security operations across on-premises and AWS Cloud
environments and achieve the level of security your organization
needs.
According to the recent IDC Whitepaper, “Assessing the Risk:
Yes, the Cloud Can Be More Secure Than Your On-Premises
Environment,” you can actually achieve greater security on the
AWS Cloud than on-premises. FireEye can help you achieve this
by transforming detection and incident investigation with TAP.
TAP unifies security operations across on-premises and AWS
Cloud environments, ensuring seamless visibility, detection and
investigation of threats targeting your company before they
become an issue.

Because TAP runs
on AWS workloads,
FireEye has in-depth
knowledge of the cloud
— and how to secure it.
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The AWS Shared
Responsibility
Model
In the AWS Shared Responsibility
Model, security is a collaborative
effort between AWS and the
customer. AWS provides the
secure infrastructure and services
for you to develop and run your
application. Assuring the security
of your application stack is your
responsibility. This means managing
and protecting your application by
applying security policies to the
workloads themselves to satisfy your
security objectives and compliance
requirements such as PCI DSS, SOC2,
HIPAA/HITECH, and FISMA.
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Why
FireEye?
FireEye TAP helps detect malicious activity
throughout your cloud workloads by
providing increased simplicity, accessibility,
and actionability to the data and
information provided on the AWS Cloud.
TAP helps achieves these objectives by
harnessing the data from an AWS Cloud
environment and the detection capabilities
prebuilt on the infrastructure.
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FireEye TAP can help you improve
your cloud security by increasing:
Simplicity – When FireEye TAP detects an issue, it is easy and
natural to move from alerting to searching to rule creation to
incident response. Additionally, TAP makes onboarding new log
sources a simple process.
Accessibility – By providing flexible deployment models, FireEye
TAP is suited to easily deploy on virtually any AWS-based or
hybrid-cloud infrastructure. TAP also improves accessibility by
providing a “single pane of glass” for monitoring cloud activity as
well as traditional datacenter logs.
Actionability – With prebuilt rule packs with custom rule
capabilities, including one specifically designed for the cloud,
FireEye TAP helps you quickly identify and address security issues.
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FireEye TAP
on AWS
FireEye TAP combines threat intelligence and
security analytics derived from responding to the
world’s largest breaches to accelerate detection
and investigation of cyber-attacks. Unlike
traditional SIEM solutions, our elastic, cloudbased delivery model ensures rapid deployment
and scalability so you can focus on protecting,
rather than managing your infrastructure.
For the Cloud, From the Cloud
TAP extends threat detection and investigation
to on-premises and AWS Cloud environments
ensuring actionable insight into the threats
targeting your company. TAP ingests and
analyzes AWS CloudTrail log files providing
visibility into your AWS environment and the
applications running within it.
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Defending the Hybrid Cloud
Your adversaries are constantly changing. Your detection
capabilities must evolve just as quickly. TAP’s dedicated
team of data scientists and security researchers continually
leverage experience derived from responding to the world’s
largest breaches to create comprehensive detection rules and
behavioral analytics to ensure you detect the latest threats.
TAP provides more than 60 pre-built rules, specific to AWS
workloads, that monitor and alert based on malicious activities
or misconfigurations that could provide an opportunity for a
malicious actor to gain access to an account.

Additionally, TAP:
•

Deploys to a dedicated Amazon Virtual Private Cloud
(Amazon VPC) to avoid mingling customer data

•

Enables rapid deployment in hours instead of months

•

Can identify threats and accelerate response by layering
real-time FireEye intelligence over enterprise event streams

•

Allows customers to quickly search through billions of
events with a sub-second response
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FIREEYE TAP ON AWS

Built by Security Practitioners
FireEye built TAP from the ground up — by
security practitioners, for security practitioners.
TAP combines threat insights gained from
responding to the worlds’ most consequential
breaches with big data security analytics and
codified security expertise so you can quickly
identify and investigate cyber threats.
Enterprise-wide Visibility
Potential threats can target your workloads from
any angle, so you need visibility everywhere. TAP
provides enterprise-wide visibility by aggregating
alerts from the diverse range of security
technologies throughout your organization. Our
thin network sensors provide real-time visibility
to distributed environments, aggregating events
from remote locations and sending them to
a centralized location for log retention, threat
analysis and investigation.
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FIREEYE TAP ON AWS

Adaptive Detection

Accelerate Threat Investigations

Since IT threats are constantly changing, your
detection and investigation capabilities must
evolve just as quickly. FireEye has a dedicated
TAP team made up of data scientists and security
researchers that codify extensive front-line
incident response experience into detection rules,
behavioral analytics and guided investigations.
Within hours of discovering an emerging attack,
they create new rules and perform retrospective
analysis of your environment to determine the
potential impact and feed these rules
back into the TAP product.

With the increasing number and sophistication of
cyber threats, it’s important for your organization to
continuously enhance the productivity and effectiveness
of its security operations in order to thwart these threats.

Upon discovering malicious
activity, TAP generates
alerts enriched with
supporting data, such as
attacker context, to aid the
investigator in validating
and scoping the incident.

TAP expedites investigation by enriching alerts with
supporting data such as threat intelligence, point-in-time
context regarding users affected, actions taken and hosts
involved to help you validate and scope the incident.
TAP also offers Guided Investigations to help amplify
the efficiency of incident responders. Our Guided
Investigation capability leads analysts through industryleading investigative strategies by providing prepopulated queries based on FireEye knowledge from
specific attack scenarios.
Upon receiving an alert, TAP selects and presents the
relevant next step queries providing a best practice
workflow to guide and inform your threat investigation.
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CUSTOMER STORY

How You
Can Reduce
the Risk
The Challenge
A major U.S. financial company and AWS
customer encouraged employees of all levels
(including interns) to create their own AWS
accounts and paid for them to learn about
AWS through training and experimenting with
AWS services. This resulted in this company
having hundreds of AWS accounts. As the
number of accounts continued to grow over the
years, the company knew that in order to meet
their responsibilities within the AWS Shared
Responsibility Model, they had to deploy a robust
security solution across these public facing assets
as many of the accounts did not have the proper
level of security as demanded by the company.
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CUSTOMER STORY

The Solution
The company realized the potential risk of leaving
these accounts open and chose FireEye to help
manage and mitigate this challenge. FireEye created
a central access point and set up administrators
with all-access permissions, setting up a team with
provisioning accounts, and then granting those
accounts the permissions they’d need to accomplish
this task. This gave the group cross account roles
so that the security team could establish logging
and monitoring, plus the relevant security services
for accounts created by employees. Additionally,
they could easily verify employee deployments were
implemented properly and used the proper security
and logging services.
The tax preparation company also needed to ensure
they met compliance regulations. FireEye TAP on
AWS helped them achieve this with their security
monitoring by shifting the focus from notifying the
security team about malware to detecting when an
employee opened something they shouldn’t have.

This more proactive monitoring allowed the
company to make quick changes and address
potential issues before they became a problem.
An additional advantage the company realized
by leveraging FireEye was in response to the
seasonal nature of the tax preparation industry.
Since they regularly experience periods where
they need to scale workloads up and down,
FireEye TAP on AWS was able to create a
flexible security framework for the company.
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Getting Started
Learn more about the
FireEye and AWS partnership here:
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About AWS
For 10 years, Amazon Web Services has been the world’s most
comprehensive and broadly adopted cloud platform. AWS offers over
70 fully featured services for compute, storage, databases, analytics,
mobile, Internet of Things (IoT) and enterprise applications from 35
Availability Zones (AZs) across 13 geographic regions in the U.S.,
Australia, Brazil, China, Germany, Ireland, Japan, Korea, Singapore,
and India. AWS services are trusted by more than a million active
customers around the world – including the fastest growing startups,
largest enterprises, and leading government agencies – to power their
infrastructure, make them more agile, and lower costs.
To learn more about AWS, visit http://aws.amazon.com.

FireEye for AWS Hub Page
FireEye Asset (Solution Brief/Case Study)
FireEye in the AWS Marketplace

About FireEye
FireEye protects the most valuable assets in the world from those who
have them in their sights. Our combination of technology, intelligence,
and expertise — reinforced with the most aggressive incident response
team — helps eliminate the impact of security breaches. We find and
stop attackers at every stage of an incursion. With FireEye, you’ll
detect attacks as they happen. You’ll understand the risk these attacks
pose to your most valued assets. And you’ll have the resources to
quickly respond and resolve security incidents. FireEye has over 5,000
customers across 67 countries, including more than 940 of the Forbes
Global 2000.
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